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Journey into Mathematics: An Introduction to Proofs (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2006
Instructors have observed, when teaching junior level courses in abstract algebra, number theory, or real variables, that many students have difficulty out of proportion to the level of difficulty of the material. In an abstract algebra course introducing groups and rings, students' struggles are not affected by the changing of texts, instructors,...
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Online News and the PublicLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This volume offers unique and timely insights on the state of online news, exploring the issues surrounding this convergence of print and electronic platforms, and the public's response to it. It provides an overview of online newspapers, including current trends and legal issues and covering issues of credibility and perceptions by online news...
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Converging Technologies for Improving Human Performance: Nanotechnology, Biotechnology, Information Technology and Cognitive ScienceSpringer, 2003
This book describes the vast opportunity created by unifying science and integrating technology, and recommends transforming ideas for individuals and society. We stand at the threshold of a new renaissance in knowledge based on the structure and behavior of matter from the nanoscale up to the most complex system yet discovered, the human brain....
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A Unified Approach to Interior Point Algorithms for Linear Complementarity ProblemsSpringer, 1991

	The recent remarkable developments of interior point algorithms began in 1984 with
	Karmarkar's polynomial-time interior point algorithm for linear programs using a log-
	arithmic potential function and a projective transformation. The progress has been
	made so rapidly and extensively that it seems difficult to get a comprehensive...
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InfoSecurity 2008 Threat AnalysisSybex, 2007
An all-star cast of authors analyze the top IT security threats for 2008 as selected by the editors and readers of Infosecurity Magazine. This book, compiled from the Syngress Security Library, is an essential reference for any IT professional managing enterprise security. It serves as an early warning system, allowing readers to assess...
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Fire the Phone Company : A Handy Guide to Voice Over IPPeachpit Press, 2005
Longing to break free from the phone company's tethers?  This is the place to start! Realizing that VoIP is still just an  acronym to many (and an intimidating one at that), author Dave  Field speaks squarely to you, the consumer, demonstrating that  you don't have to be a technologist to start achieving...
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Broadband Network Architectures: Designing and Deploying Triple-Play ServicesPrentice Hall, 2007
“Network professionals who are looking to deploy triple-play service provider networks will find this book a useful tool.”
–Michael Newbery, IP Architect, TelstraClear Limited

 

“This  book provides a wealth of information on current and...
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The Exponential Era: Strategies to Stay Ahead of the Curve in an Era of Chaotic Changes and Disruptive ForcesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2020

	
		This book introduces the Exponential Era, the extraordinary times we are living where the convergence of technology platforms that grow at exponential rates is creating unprecedented opportunities for companies that know how to benefit from it, and disastrous results for those that don't.

		 

		 In the...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Business Intelligence UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	Business intelligence (BI) has been around for many more years than you might think.
	Decision support systems (DSS) and executive information systems (EIS) from the 1970s and
	1980s, along with artificial intelligence (AI) systems from the 1990s, can now all be considered
	as part of what BI comprises today.


	In brief, BI refers...
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Intelligent Integrated Media Communication TechniquesSpringer, 2003

	We can understand the multimedia technology as a digital integration of
	texts, graphics, audio, animation, still images and motion video in a way that
	provides a high level of personal interaction and control to individual users.
	The evolution of multimedia is a convergence of the mentioned media types to
	a unique system. Before the...
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Regulation and the Evolution of the Global Telecommunications IndustryEdward Elgar Publishing, 2010

	After decades of liberalization of the telecommunications industry around the world and technological convergence that allows for increasing competition, sector-specific regulation of telecommunications has been on the decline. As a result, the telecommunications industry stands in the middle of a debate that calls for either a total...
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Network Convergence: Services, Applications, Transport, and Operations SupportJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The present information age is enabled by telecommunications and information technology and the continued convergence of their services, technologies and business models. Within telecommunications, the historic separations between fixed networks, mobile telephone networks and data communications are diminishing. Similarly, information technology...
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